Newman Lake Flood Control Zone District
2015 Flood Control Facility Inspection Report
Inspection Date: October 13, 2015
Participants:

Spokane County Engineering/NLFCZD Staff
Jane Clark, PE
Ethan Rogers, EIT
Jason Neibergs

NLFCZD Advisory Board

Outlet Structure:
Lake Level:
2123.66 feet with both gates closed. Downstream channel gage read 2120.82 feet.
Gates:
Both gates are operating properly. The gates need greased. As noted in previous inspections, there is
some minor rusting of steel gates and frame around the gate openings (downstream side) and some
occasional pitting but it is not structurally significant. The gates will need an epoxy coating fairly soon.
[12/15/15 – Both outlet gates were greased by staff.]
Gages:
The lake gage needs to be wiped down and cleaned, but otherwise looks to be in good condition.
Structural Integrity:
The beams and concrete are still in good condition. There are no cracks in the walls and some concrete
pitting from 2123.00 feet downward. The sill is still in good overall condition with minimal signs of scour
on the downstream side. The downstream riprap is still in place. The deck grating is in good condition
and clipped down.
Trash Rack:
The trash rack has surface rust from 2123.60 feet on down but still in good condition. Little trash has
collected over the year.
Log Boom:
Sinking, still functioning, but continuing to scout new logs for replacements. [10/29/15 ‐ The docks near
the log boom were removed by Geiger Crew.]
Other:
Trash and debris need cleared near the top of the structure. A dock to the south of the outlet needs to
be removed. Some scouring has occurred along the concrete base where the fence meets the channel
on the downstream north side should be monitored.
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Channel Water Control Structure:
Overall, the structural integrity is good as in previous years. The concrete is still in good condition with
the exception of some spalling at the top of the roll gate. As noted since 2007, there are small cracks at
the corner of both abutments. They have not appeared to change significantly since last year but staff
will continue to monitor the cracks. The west side wing wall crack is still approximately 3/10 inch wide.
The downstream side of the channel is still in good condition with some erosion on the east side about
25 feet downstream that should continue to be monitored in future inspections. The gates are in good
operating condition and the epoxy coating is holding up well. The gates need to be greased. The staff
gage is still in good condition and read 2120.00 feet. The grass/weeds will need to be mowed down in
the immediate vicinity. [10/29/15 ‐ The weeds were removed by Geiger Crew and the roll gate opened.]
Outlet Channel:
Water is in the channel between the Outlet Structure and the Channel Water Control Structure. Access
is limited through this area.
Outlet Structure to Starr Road Bridge:
There is very little change from the previous inspection, although there is a lower than average water
level in the channel at the time of inspection. Channel banks appear to be in good condition with some
gradual sloughing and minor bank failure downstream of the outlet gate. Some natural meandering is
beginning upstream of the private bridge. Fragrant water lily is present through this stretch of the
channel, but it does not appear to be impeding the flow at this time.
Starr Road Bridge to Channel Water Control Structure:
The banks appear to be in good condition and well vegetated. The gabion baskets along the bridge look
good as does the staff gage. The staff gage read 2120.48 feet.
Channel Water Control Structure to Moffat Road:
Channel banks are in good condition and mostly well vegetated. The gage at Moffat Road has some
rust, but is still readable. The boards at the weir in front of the Moffat Road culvert were missing, but
were located downstream near Ellers driveway. A dead deer was present immediately downstream of
the Moffat Rd culvert and will need to be cleared by Geiger Crew. The Moffat Rd culvert is rusty with
some pitting, but appears to be structurally ok. [10/29/15 ‐ The weir boards were found and replaced
and the dead deer removed by Geiger Crew.]
Moffat Road to Lincoln Road:
The banks appear to be in good condition. The top of bank erosion areas noted four years ago are still
present, but do not appear to have worsened. About 500 feet downstream of Moffat Road, a large
debris pile will need to be removed, as well as a large branch upstream of the orange fly buoy on Starr
Road. Several down trees were found in the channel: two trees near Morris Rd/Starr Rd intersection and
one small tree down 100 feet upstream of Lincoln Road. About 900 feet upstream of the Starr Road and
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Murray Road intersection a large section of the top of the channel bank has appeared to have been
heavily eroded, and should be closely watched in the future for any changes in shape and size.
[10/29/15 ‐ The downed trees were removed by Geiger Crew.]
Lincoln Road to Eller Driveway:
The upstream bottom of the Lincoln Road culvert is still beginning to deteriorate. There is some concern
with the bank stabilization near Eller’s pond but it hasn't noticeably changed since the 2012 inspection.
Debris 150 feet upstream of Eller’s driveway and at Eller’s driveway culverts needs to be cleared. As
noted in a previous report, there is erosion and sloughing of the driveway edge above the middle culvert
of Eller’s driveway at Marve Lane. [10/29/15 ‐ The debris upstream and at Eller’s driveway were
removed by Geiger Crew.]
Eller Driveway to Sump:
This section of channel was walked and appeared to be in very good condition with some bank sloughing
along the corner bends just downstream of Eller’s driveway. There was some minimal debris scattered
downstream of Eller’s driveway to the sump and some undercut trees just past the yellow house at the
bend. Some scour was present along the S curve just downstream of Eller’s but not changing much
since last year. Much of the channel in this area is composed of bedrock, boulders, and cobbles.
Overall, the operating condition of the Outlet Channel is in good condition.
Sump Area:
Condition of exposed gravels:
The gravels looked very good. There was no observable silt buildup present during the inspection.
Dikes:
The separation dikes and overflows are in good condition. There are some weeds growing in the bottom
of both sump overflows. There was minimal debris buildup on the overflow between the west wetland
area and the west cell. The Gabion baskets are also in good condition. There is minimal scouring at the
pipe outlet. The trash rack fence is holding up well with collected debris that needs to be removed, as
well as the tall grass mowed. [10/29/15 ‐ The debris at the trash rack was removed and the grasses
mowed by Geiger Crew.]
Gages:
Both gages are in good condition. Geiger Crew will be needed to clean around trash rack at the two
culverts. [10/29/15 ‐ The debris at the trash rack was removed and the grasses mowed by Geiger Crew.]
Overall, the operating condition of the sump is outstanding since it was scraped in January 2012.
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Lake Dike:
Inspection Date: April 29, 2015
Participants:

Spokane County Engineering/NLFCZD Staff
Jane Clark, PE
Ethan Rogers, EIT

NLFCZD Advisory Board
Mike Frasco
Lorne Burley
Dennis Rewinkel

NRCS Staff
Kelly Scott
Basic Notes:
 Some sloughing of the bank along the bend near the parking area, but no significant changes.
 Looked at historic outlet.
 Board/pile 1984 repair look about the same and are in good condition. There are some areas of
settlement on the lakeside of the boards ranging from 23 inches to around 27 inches.
 Near design elevation/top of pile elevation on the downstream side of the dike.
 The tree at the bend is blocking the top walking area of the dike with its branches making it hard
to walk around. Consider having the tree trimmed back this year.
 No significant changes to the condition of the structure from the previous inspection.
Discussion Items:
The tree along the dike is blocking the dike. Having trees on a dike are not ideal as their root structure
can cause significant damage to the dike if they fall down and the roots may pull up a portion of the
dike. If just the tree is cut down and the root structure stays, the roots will decompose and leave voids
in the soil creating a weak area in the dike and possibly allowing water to enter. The whole tree, and
roots should be removed and the soil sloped back and compacted.
Questions about using dredged lake material to build dike higher in elevation as well as use the WRP
land as a dewatering site. NRCS expressed concerns with the stability and weight of the material.
Advisory Board members brought up that the pile of peat material that could be available may be more
expensive than the district can afford. NRCS staff brought up an idea to test the weight of the excavated
peat material by leaving a large quantity in one place for a year, and periodically surveying the material
to determine the rate of settlement.
Methods of construction were brought up in order to determine how best to transport/stage/compact
the material. Because of the type of material it could be difficult to determine what method of
compaction would be adequate. NRCS staff is willing to help with compaction specifications.
Some questions that were asked about the 1984 repair of dike were answered when NLFCZD staff
examined the design drawings at the office; as‐built drawings of the repair were not located. During the
1984 repair of the dike, 80 lumber piles were installed 10’ apart along a section of the dike. The piles
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were driven to a minimum tip depth of 9’, with five 10’x1’ wood panels of varying thickness bolted to
the piles for a total depth of 5’ from the top of the pile.
Moving Forward:
NLFCZD staff will get a rough preliminary design and cost estimate to repair the locations that are below
the 100‐year base flood elevation (BFE) with fill, keeping in mind the possibility of using the pile and
board technique from the 1984 repair. Staff will consider using peat fill material from a local wetland
restoration project that has excavated a large amount of peat material and is storing it on site to be sold
by the contractor. Shortly after the inspection, NLFCZD staff attempted again to contact the contractor
by phone; however staff was unable to get a hold of the contractor. Construction needs to be done
carefully to avoid undermining the dike and impacting stability of outlet channel. NRCS staff offered to
review proposal and offer input on construction specifications and design.
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Figure 1: Lake View from Outlet Gate (above)

Figure 2: Outlet Gates and Weir Structure (above left)
Figure 3: Debris to be cleared at Outlet Gate (above right)

Figure 4: Scoured Fence Post at Outlet Gate (above left)
Figure 5: Outlet Channel Downstream View from Outlet Gate (above right)
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Figure 6: Outlet Channel Approx. 250' downstream of Outlet Gate (above left)
Figure 7: Intersection of Outlet Channel and Historic Channel (above right)

Figure 8: View of some minor bank erosion of Outlet Channel (above left)
Figure 9: Upstream View of Channel from Airfield Bridge (above right)

Figure 10: Downstream View of Channel from Airfield Bridge (above)
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Figure 11: Starr Road Bridge Downstream View (above left)
Figure 12: Starr Road Bridge Rock Gabions (above right)

Figure 13: Upstream View from Channel Control Gate (above left)
Figure 14: Channel Outlet Gate Downstream Side (above right)

Figure 15: Upstream side view of Channel Control Gates (above left)
Figure 16: Outlet channel downstream view of Control Gates (above right)
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Figure 17: Outlet Channel upstream from Moffat Road. (above)

Figure 18: Moffat Road Gage and Weir (above left)
Figure 19: Moffat Road Culvert Inlet View (above right)

Figure 20: Moffat Road Culvert Interior (above left)
Figure 21: Downstream view of channel from Moffat Road Culvert (above right)
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Figure 22: Bank Erosion/Failure near Airfield (above left)
Figure 23: Minor Bank Erosion Downstream of Moffat Road (above right)

Figure 24: Down tree to be removed from channel (above)
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Figure 25: Debris with missing weir boards (above)

Figure 26: Inlet of culvert under Lincoln Road (above left)
Figure 27: Outlet of Lincoln Road Culvert (above right)

Figure 28: Inlet of Culverts under Marve Lane (above left)
Figure 29: Outlet of Culverts under Marve Lane (above right)
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Figure 30: Outlet channel downstream of Marve Lane (above)

Figure 31: Minor bank erosion area, and debris to be removed (above left)
Figure 32: Erosion on channel bend next to Marve Road. (above right)

Figure 33: Debris to be removed in the channel between Marve Road and the sump (above)
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Figure 34: Outlet Channel between Marve Road and the sump (above)

Figure 35: View of Sump Inlet Fence/Gage (above)
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Figure 36: Sump Inlet Pipe and Trash Rack (above)

Figure 37: Sump from pipe outlet (above left)
Figure 38: Rock gabion to west sump basin (above right)

Figure 39: East sump from top of gabion between ponds (above)
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Figure 40: Dike looking west lakeside of old outlet channel (above left)
Figure 41: Vegetation typical along dike (above right)

Figure 42: Settlement along wood piling section of dike (above left)
Figure 43: Top of dike showing condition of both sides (above right)
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Figure 44: Tree of concern growing on lake side of dike that needs to be removed or trimmed (above left)
Figure 45: Close up view of tree (above right)
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